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Abstract
In recent years, the amount of data into a geometric growth puts forward higher
requirements on data mining algorithm. In the process of frequent itemsets of traditional
Apriori algorithm produced, frequent itemsets' generation and storage are quite a waste
of time and space. In this paper, we put forward a new Hash table and use the technology
to improve the algorithm and get SamplingHT algorithm, through a lot of contrast
experiments showed that the new algorithm enhances performance when frequent itemset
is generated, and effectively reduce the database scan times, In order to achieve more
optima.
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1. Introduction
Many companies have accumulated large amounts of data in the day-to-day operations.
For example, Communication companies collect lots of users’ communication data every
day, the large amount of data contains a lot of valuable information. So, Agrwaal first put
forward association rules in 1993,and used it for mining valuable data information, after
that，association rules mining is quickly gained attention by experts in the field of data
mining [1]. With the rapid development of economy and the software and hardware
technology, the data increases in a geometric pattern, using traditional Apriori algorithm
can not meet modern need, In view of disadvantages of the algorithm. In 1996, Hannu
Toivonen put forward Sampling algorithm, greatly improving the efficiency of the
algorithm [2].
In 2002, Parthasarathy aimed at the problems from Sampling algorithm of Sampling
size support-sensitive, interactive measure of accuracy and equivalence class method are
put forward. And he also made a contrast experiment, the effect was very optimistic [3].
The traditional way will produce a lot of useless rules. In 2006, Hong Li and many other
people put forward DMCASE algorithm, which combines traditional Sampling algorithm
and Eclat algorithm based on constraints and uses Eclat algorithm to improve the
disadvantages of Sampling [4].
In 2008, Junping Du and many other people put forward ideas that using the tree
structure to store samples and variable minimum support, which decreases with the
increase of the variable minimum support with layers in the tree structure, make the loss
rate of long item set of the algorithm decreases significantly [5]. In 2012, Xiaoying Xie
Ying Zhang and many other people put forward algorithm that combines confusion matrix
and Sampling algorithm. According to the characteristics of confusion matrix, they also
put forward the sample size calculation model and made a more reasonable sample size
[6].
In this paper, in term of disadvantages of the algorithm, we improve making use of the
combination Hash table technology [7, 8] and Sampling algorithm. We present a new
Hash function and application in this improved algorithm, and also compare with some
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original algorithms. As a result, it shows that the improved algorithm is an effective
algorithm of association rules.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows: Section 2 providing the relative
concepts of association rules and the principle of Apriori algorithm and Sampling
algorithm. Section 3 describes the SamplingHT algorithm that is Sampling improved
algorithm. Section 4 describes the relevant experiments. Finally, summary and conclusion
are presented in the last section.

2. Association Rule Data Mining Technology
2.1. Basic concept of Data Mining
Let I  i1 , i2 , , im  be the set of all items, and T   t1 , t2 , , tn  be the set of all
transactions, Every transaction ti is a itemset, and meet ti  I . An association rule is an
implication expression of the form X  Y , X  I ， Y  I ,where and X and Y disjoint
itemsets, i.e., X  Y   .The strength of an association rule can be measured in terms of
its support and confidence. Support determines how often a rule is applicable to a given
data set T, while confidence determines how frequently items in Y appear in transactions
that contain X .The formal definitions of these metrics are[9]
Support, s  X  Y  

  X Y 

N
  X Y 
Confidence, c  X  Y  
 (X )

（1）
（2）

2.2. Association Rule Mining Algorithm
The most classic algorithm is Apriori algorithm, it is one of the most commonly used
algorithm that generate association rules’ frequent itemsets. It has a lot of improved
algorithm, Sampling algorithm is one of them, it mainly using the sampling method to
rule mining in database.
2.2.1. Apriori Algorithm
Apriori algorithm is the most influential method in the modern by study of association
rules, Then according to this algorithm structure to improve the algorithm is emerge in
endlessly, At present, the improvement algorithm have AprioriMend, AprioriTid,
Sampling, DHP, etc., Apriori algorithm using a method of iteration step by step to
complete the work of mining frequent itemsets, and using the Apriori properties to prune,
improve the efficiency of the generation of frequent itemsets.
Apriori property: If A is a frequent item set, all of the subset is frequent, as the
downward closure property(DCP), If B is a infrequent itemset, all of the superset also is
infrequent and vice versa, support of a itemset of below support a subset of it, as the
anti-monotonicity of support.
A basic idea of Apriori algorithm is generate candidate itemsets, then scan the database
for count to it, thus concluded that candidate itemsets is frequent itemset. The main steps
are as follows [10]:
1. Connection step: Connect (k-1)-frequent itemsets generated k-frequent itemset.
Allows the connection condition is that two former k-2 items of (k-1)-itemsets are equal
and the k-1 item of first (k-1)-itemset is smaller than the k-1 item of second (k-1)-itemset.
The purpose of which is to ensure that does not produce duplicate k-itemset.
2. Prune step: The use of Apriori property to k-itemset for pruning
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3. Count step: Scan transaction database, the number of occurrences of computing
k-items et in transaction database. For a transaction and a candidate, if the transactions
include the candidate itemsets, the number of occurrences of the candidate itemsets will
add one. According to the given minimum support threshold generate frequent k-itemsets.
2.2.2. Sampling Algorithm
With the development of economy, science and technology, gradually increases in the
amount of data in the database, in traditional Apriori algorithm can not meet their needs,
so,in 1996,Toivonen put forward Sampling algorithm. The improvement of Apriori
algorithm is Sampling algorithm, the main idea is that it using the sampling method to
sample from the original database. In order to directly stored in memory, according to the
sample database mining frequent itemsets, reduce the mining time. Sampling algorithm is
using random sampling method to proceed with sampling, random sampling method has
the characteristics of simple and quick.
Sampling algorithm put forward an important technology, as Negative Border.
Negative Border’s main idea is that according to the relevant model it get a threshold
value which is smaller than minimum support. At the time of scanning the database to get
frequent itemset F (i, min_ fr ) and support for itemset NB(i, Negative Border)
between min_sup and Negative Border. Negative Border is applied in the extraction of
sample can effectively avoid to frequent itemset loss [2].
However, because data mining itself is decided to face the huge amounts of data, and
dimension is also growing, in many cases, therefore, will produce a large number of
candidate itemsets, in particular, 2-itemset, efficiency of mining is seriously affected. so,
in this paper, we put forward SamplingHT algorithm what using the Hash table method to
solve a large number of candidate 2-itemsets.

3. SamplingHT Algorithm
SamplingHT algorithm use Hash table technology to the traditional Sampling
algorithm in the sample. The first time candidate 1-itemset and 2-itemset what after
scanning the sample database can be obtained directly. Not only time that scan sample
database is reduced, but also effectively reduce a large amount of infrequent candidate
2-itemset's generation, space and time is greatly reduced. After k-itemset also is such.
3.1. The Main Steps of SamplingHT Algorithm
(1) According to the traditional Sampling put forward model what calculate sample
size and calculate Negative Border model calculate sample size and Negative Border.
Then according to its value sample the original database.
(2) For mining to extract the sample, at the time of frequent 1-itemset is generated by
Hash table and 2-itemset also is generated directly.
(3) To the generated candidate 2-itemset, Negative Border pruned it to frequent
2-itemset according to the minimum support.
(4) Later the step that generate frequent k-itemset and above 2 - itemsets generation
steps are the same, until unable to produce higher levels of frequent itemsets.
3.2. New Hash Function
The hash function is only and only used for processing 2-itemset in DHP algorithm.
We presents a new Hash function what is not limited to 2-itemset and processing from
3-itemset to k-itemset. The following is the new Hash function:
L 1

L 1

HF  ( C   (CTLXi (i )  CTLXi (i 1)1 )  nk ) mod mk
i 1
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The terms used in the hash function are explained: T is the number of attributes in the
database; L is the length of a calculating subset itemset; X (i ) is the location of the I’th
item in calculating itemset in universal set what is made up of all attributes. mk and

nk are the two parameters, mk is the length of the k-itemset hash table,
mk  prime(CTk ) , prime(CTk ) is the largest prime number what is less than CTk ,
because prime modulus can decrease the hash conflict, it improving the efficiency of the
algorithm; nk is the sum of number from 1-itemset to (k-1)-itemset.
3.3. SamplingHT Code:

Algorithm 1： SamplingHT algorithm
Input：Original database D；Minimum support min_sup；Error border  ；maximum
possible values beyond   .
Output：Frequent itemset F (l , min_ sup) ；
Method:
1. S  compute( D,  ,  ) ;// Calculate sample S ’s size;
2. Negative _ border  compute(min_ sup, S ,  ) ;// Calculate Negative _ border
3. S  random( D, S ) ；// Sampling from original database D；
4.for(i = 2 ; Li 1   ; i++){
//Scanning sample S obtained Ci 1 and at the same time using Hash table obtained Ci ；
5. Ci  ScanandHT (S )
6. Li  Sampling _ con(Ci 1 , min_ sup, Negative _ border ) ；// By Ci 1 's own
connection gets new frequent itemset;
F (l , min_ sup)  F (l , min_ sup)  Li ；
7.
}
8.return F (l , min_ sup) ；
For example SamplingHT algorithm how generate candidate itemsets with the new
Hash table.
As shown in Figure 1, transactional database D contains five trading records, TID
include：001, 002, 003, 004, 005.Assume that min_sup = 40%, L1 is produced in once
scan database， L1 ：{A}, {B}, {C}, {E}, Hash table that calculate number of occurrences
of 2-itemset is built at the same time, according to the Hash table obtained L2 again. And
by this analogy, create a 3-itemset hash table, and according to L2 and hash table obtained

L3 .
As shown in Table 1, Assume that I  {a, b, c} is set. Minimum support min_sup = 5,
Negative Border = 4, the following is candidate Itemset:
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Table 1. Negative Border
Itemset

Support

a

5

b

6

c

4

a,b

5

a,c

3

b,c

4

a,b,c

3

We can get:

F ( i, m i n _f r ) {a{ }b, { a} ,b{ , } }
NB(i, Negative Border)  {{c},{b, c}}

Figure 1. Frequent Itemset is Generated with Hash Able Technology
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Through the above description can be seen that SamplingHT algorithm only need to
scan once database can be L1 , L2 to Lk , the incidence of infrequent candidate k-itemset is
reduced to a large extent. Technology what combine Sample with Hash table is applied in
huge amounts of data.at present, data into a geometric growth, Combination of Sample
and Hash table effective solving problem, there is reason to believe that this method is
effective applied in the future.

4. Experiments and Analysis
This algorithm is realized in Windows 7 system, 4GB memory, 3.20GHz processor PC,
written to JAVA language. The data is download from free UCI (data mining laboratory
data). The original UCI dataset contains 67557 data records, up to 42 kinds of attributes,
Candidate 2-itemset be generated that can't imagine with Sampling algorithm. the
parameters of UCI dataset such as Table 2.
Table 2. Parameters of UCI Dataset
Sign

Meaning

Initial size

D

The number of transactions in a original database

67557

min_sp

Minimum support

40%




Error border
Maximum possible values beyond 

0.1
0.01

4.1. Experiment 1

Figure 2. Contrast Test of SamplingHT algorithm’s Running Time
Figure 2 is running time of SamplingHT algorithm and other algorithm that compared
to experimental results, abscissa represent sample size. Sample size was calculated by
different  and  , it is based on sample size model. The value of  and  as shown in
Table 3 ordinate represent algorithm’s run time, in seconds. As can be seen from the
experiment results SamplingHT algorithm’s run time much faster than other algorithm.
We also can be inferred from the side frequent itemset be generated that cost a lot of time
in multi-dimensional data.
Table 3. Sample Size


0.1
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01

100


0.01
0.005
0.0005
0.01
0.005

|s|
2000
4000
6000
10000
20000
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4.2. Experiment 2

Figure 3. Frequent Itemset’s Missing Number Test in Different Algorithm
Figure 3 is frequent itemset’s missing number of SamplingHT algorithm and Sampling
algorithm what compared to experimental results, abscissa represent minimum support
min_sup. ordinate represent frequent itemset’s missing number. As can be seen from the
experiment results, although missing number of SamplingHT algorithm is better than
Sampling algorithm in some minimum support, the result is within the acceptable
range.so, the missing number of SamplingHT algorithm’s frequent itemset meet the
requirements.
4.3. Experiment 3

Figure 4. Frequent Itemset’s Missing Rate Test in Different Types of
Databases
Figure 4 is frequent itemset’s missing rate of SamplingHT algorithm what compared to
experimental results in different types of databases. Abscissa represents the number of
transaction in the database ordinate represent frequent itemset’s missing rate. As can be
seen from the experiment results, SamplingHT algorithm suitable for use in dense
database, and do not suit in sparse database because when high level item set be generated
in hash function sparse data generated by the hash function of high level itemset number
is often lower than the minimum support. But dense data generated a large number of
high level itemset.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, through to the frequent itemsets generated process analysis of
SamplingHT, we can see that Hash table technology can be effectively reduced frequent
itemset's size especially the frequent 2-itemset's, and the algorithm’s running time is
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reduced. Although algorithms require additional space to store Hash table, the running
time can be greatly reduced. With the continuous development of the hardware device,
method what using space for time will be more and more widely. Finally, although
SamplingHT algorithm is only suitable for dense database, through step by step method to
reduce minimum support, we do save missing rate in sparse database.
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